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ABSTRACT 
 
Suppose a main sample is first selected for self-enumeration, and then from the main sample, we select in advance a subsample 

for follow-up. The final sample consists of respondents from the main sample and from the sub-sample. The design weights of 

the final sample are adjusted to compensate for nonresponse. We studied point and variance estimation under the above set-up. 

Results of a simulation study illustrate the effect of the weight adjustments on the mean square errors 
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RÉSUMÉ 
 
Supposons qu’un échantillon principal est d’abord sélectionné pour l’autodénombrement et qu’ensuite à partir de ce même 

échantillon, nous sélectionnons à l’avance un sous-échantillon pour le suivi. L’échantillon final se compose de répondants 

provenant de l’échantillon principal et du sous-échantillon. Les poids de sondage de l’échantillon final sont ajustés pour 

compenser la non-réponse. Nous étudions l’estimation ponctuelle et l’estimation de la variance en fonction du système ci-dessus. 

Les résultats de l’étude de simulation montrent les effets de la pondération sur les erreurs quadratiques moyennes 

 

MOTS CLÉS : Échantillonnage de Bernoulli; détermination de la taille d’échantillon; non-réponse des unités ; estimation de la 

variance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Collecting information from sampled units by mail or over the Internet is much cheaper than through interviews, which 

makes self-enumeration an attractive data collection method for surveys. However, self-enumeration can produce high 

nonresponse rates in comparison to interviews. Currently, in some business surveys, in order to reduce the total cost of 

data collection, telephone follow-up for nonresponse is performed on only a portion of nonrespondents. These units are 

often identified in a deterministic way solely based, for example, on their expected contribution to the estimate of the total 

revenue. Clearly, this approach has the potential to introduce bias in the estimates. In addition, since a significant number 

of units are never followed up for nonresponse, the final unweighted nonresponse rate can be pretty high (50% in some 

cases). Unbiased estimates can be obtained by sub-sampling from nonrespondents (Hansen and Hurwitz, 1946). In reality, 

data collections from self-enumeration and from telephone follow-up are done in parallel, which makes sub-sampling 

from nonrespondents difficult to apply in some applications. The approach presented here would be a way to incorporate, 

using a two phase sampling framework, both the initial sample selection and the selection of units to follow-up for 

nonresponse. We consider a main sample for which values of the variables of interest are observed through self-

enumeration, and an order subsample identified for follow-up activities. The order subsample is an alternative to a fixed 

size subsample when we are unsure of being able to complete all the follow-up required in the case of a fixed size 

subsample. In section 2, the proposed sampling scheme is described and a design-consistent estimator for the finite 

population total is studied. We determine the sample sizes that minimize the total cost subject to constraints on the total 

variance of estimators of the population totals under the sampling design and the nonresponse mechanism. Then we 

determine the order subsamples given the main sample. Weight adjustments to compensate for unit nonresponse in the 

subsample as well as to reduce the variance are studied in section 3.Variance estimation for a double calibrated estimator 

is given. Section 3 also presents the results of a limited simulation. 
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2. THE SAMPLING SCHEME 
 

2.1 Basic estimator of the population total 
 

Suppose that a main sample for self-enumeration is selected from a finite population of size N , and let 

kmkmkm ad ;;; /  denote the associated design weights, where kma ;  is the main sample membership indicator variable for 

element k , )( ;; kmpkm aE , pE  denotes expectation with respect to the sampling scheme, and the subscript m  in kmd ;  

stands for “main”. Let kmr ;  denote the main sample unit nonresponse indicator variable for enterprise k , i.e., 0; kmr  if 

there is unit nonresponse and 1; kmr  if there is partial response. From the main sample ms , we select in advance a 

subsample s  of size n  for follow-up. Let kmkmkm ad ;|2;|2;|2 /  denote the conditional subsample design weights where 

kma ;|2  is the conditional subsample membership indicator variable and )1|( ;;|2;|2  kmkmpkm aaE . If all sub-sampled 

elements respond, then an estimator of the population total kk yY   is given by 

 kkmkfkkkmkmk
C yrdyrdY )1(ˆ

;;;;
)(  , (2.1) 

where kmkmkf ddd ;|2;;  , the subscript f  in kfd ;  stands for “follow-up”, and the sum is over all the population units. The 

first part of the right term in (2.1) is an unbiased estimator of the total of the subpopulation using the self-enumeration 

method, and the second part is an unbiased estimator of the total of rest of the population. Hence, the estimator given by 

(2.1) is design unbiased for the entire population total, kkkkmkkkmk
C

p yyryrYE  )1()ˆ( ;;
)( . We may write the 

estimator given by (2.1) as kkk
C ydY )(ˆ , where )1( ;;;; kmkfkmkmk rdrdd  . 

 

2.2 Variance  

 

We consider first the estimator given by k
T
kkkfkfkkmkmk ududU du ;;;;

ˆ , where T
kfkmk dd ),( ;;d , and 

T
kfkmk uu ),( ;;u  is a vector of constants. The sampling variance, )(upVar , of the total Û  is given by 

 
).,(2)()(

),(2)()()(

;;

;;;;;;;;

fmpfpfmpm

kfkfkkmkmkpkfkfkpkmkmkpp

uuCuVuV

ududCovudVarudVarVar



u
 (2.2) 

 

We consider stratified Bernoulli sampling (STBS) at both stages for a population having H  strata: a STBS of sampling 

fractions ),...,,...,( ;;1; Hmhmmm ffff  is obtained as the main sample; and then from each main sample stratum mhs , a 

Bernoulli subsample hs  of sampling fraction hff ;  is selected. We assume the two vectors mf  and ff  fixed (Rao, 1973). 

Under the above sampling scheme, 2
;

1
;; )1()( kmhmhkkhmpm ufJuV   , 2

;
1

; )1()( kfhhkkhfpf ufJuV   , and 

kfkmhmhkkhfmp uufJuuC ;;
1
;; )1(),(   , where hfhmh fff ;;  and hkJ  is the stratum h  membership indicator for unit k . 

 

We now turn to the derivation of the total variance of the linear combination })1({ˆ
;;;;;; kfkmkfkmkmkm lrdlrdL   where 

T
kfkmk ll ),( ;;l is a vector of constants. We assume that the order of expectation can be interchanged so that 

prmrmp EEEE  , where rmE   denotes expectation with respect to the response mechanism associated with the main sample. 

We decompose the total variance of L̂  as 

 21)ˆ()ˆ()ˆ( TTprmprmT VVLEVarLVarELVar  , (2.3) 

where rmVar  denotes the variance with respect to the response mechanism associated with the main sample. The first term 

)ˆ(1 LVarEV prmT   of (2.3) is given by 

 hhfkmhkkhhmkmkmhkkhkfkmkmkmkT flpJflpJlplpV /)1(/})1({ 2
;;;

2
;;

2
;;

2
;;1  , (2.4) 

where )( ;; kmrmkm rEp  . Under an independent response mechanism, the second term )ˆ(2 LEVarV prmT   of (2.3) is given by  

 2
;;;;2 ))(1( kfkmkmkmkT llppV  . (2.5) 

It follows from (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) that, under STBS at both stages, we can express )ˆ(LVarT  as 

 hhhhmmhhT fvfvvLVar //)ˆ( ;0  , (2.6) 
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where })1({))(1( 2
;;

2
;;

2
;;;;0 kfkmkmkmkkfkmkmkmk lplpllppv  , 2

;; kmkmhkkmh lpJv  , and 2
;; )1( kfkmhkkh lpJv  . 

 

2.3 Sample size determination 

 

We assume that obtaining values through self-enumeration is much cheaper than obtaining values through follow-up. 

Consider I  population characteristics of interest denoted by Iyy ,...,1 , and we want to determine mf  and ff  for estimating 

the corresponding finite population parameters iY  ( Ii ,...,1 )  which minimize the cost subject to constraints on variances. 

It follows from (2.6), that, under STBS at both stages, )ˆ( iT YVar , for the thi  variable iy ,  reduces to 

   
hihhhmimhhi

C
i fvfvvYVar //)ˆ( ;0

)  , Ii ,...,1 , (2.7) 

where 2
0 iki yv  , 2

; ikkmhkkimh ypJv  , and 2
; )1( ikkmhkkih ypJv  . 

 

We determine hmf ;  and hff ;  such that the cost 

 }{ ;0 hhhhmmhh fCfCcC  , 

is minimized subject to constraints on the variance 

 i
C

i VYVar )ˆ( )( , Ii ,...,1 , 

and constraints on sampling fractions 

 10 ;  hmf , 10 ;  hff , Hh ,...,1 . 

where 0c  is the overhead cost, hhmhphqmh NpccC )( ; , 
hq

c  is the cost per element of sending the questionnaire in stratum 

h , 
hp

c   is the cost per element of processing the received questionnaire, kmhkhhm pJNp ;
1

;    is the expected number of 

completed questionnaires through self-enumeration in stratum h , hhmhfhph NpccC )1)(( ; , hfc  is the cost per element for 

follow-up in stratum h and the iV  are specified tolerances. For example, one could specify an upper limit, i , on the 

coefficient of variation of )(ˆ C
iY  so that 2)( iii YV  . In the case of complete response ( 1; kmp ), the estimator )(ˆ C

iY  reduces 

to the HT estimator ikkmk yd ;  with hmmhh fCcC ;0  ,  hhphqmh NccC )(  , 0hC , 2
0 ikki yv  , 2

ikhkkimh yJv  , and 

0ihv . 

 

2.4. Order subsample for follow-up 

In subsection 2.1, we succeeded in eliminating the potential bias coming from the nonresponse occurring in the non 

followed up portion of the main sample. Let us now focus on the subsample selected for follow-up. Since predicting in 

advance how well data collection will progress is not always easy, it may very well happen that not all non responding 

units in the subsample end up being followed up, or on the opposite, it is also possible that the capacity to follow up non 

responding units ends up being more than expected. Since our objective is to be as close as possible to 100% response in 

the subsample (in order to use the unbiased estimator presented in subsection 2.1), while at the same time making an 

efficient use of the collection resources at our disposal, we propose an order subsample as an alternative to the fixed size 

subsample. 

The method would basically consist of selecting a nested set of subsamples and a set of stopping rules. After the follow 

up activities in a certain group are complete the stopping rules are consulted to see if the active collection period should 

stop. If not, the interviewers move on to the next group of units. We do not, therefore, use fixed subsample size, although, 

an expected subsample size is always specified in the sampling plan. The groups of elements are formed by dividing the 

main sample into nested subsamples and assigning an order for interviews to each group based on the coefficients of 

variations of the estimates. Using STBS, we proceed as follows: 

a) Assign a unique random number kr , generated from the uniform distribution, to each enterprise in the main sample. 

b) Given the main-sample with sampling fractions mf , determine sampling fraction ),...,( )(
;

)(
1;

)( t
Hf

t
f

t
f fff  of the order 

subsample t  by minimizing the survey cost subject to constraints on the variances using an upper limit )(t  on the 

coefficients of variation, i.e., we determine )(
;
t
hff  ( Hh ,...,1 ) such that the cost 

 )(
;

**
0

t
hfhh fCcC  , 
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is minimized subject to constraints on the variance 

 )()(
;

**
0

)( /)ˆ( t
i

t
hfihhi

C
i VfvvYVar  , Ii ,...,1 , 

and constraints on sampling fractions 

 1)(
;

)1(
;  t

hf
t
hf ff , Hh ,...,1 , 

 

with 0)0(
; hff , where hmhmh fccc ;;0

*
0  , hmmhh fCC ;

*  ,  hmimhhii fvvv ;0
*
0 / , and hmihih fvv ;

* / . The quantities 

0iv , imhv , and ihv  are defined in subsection 2.3. 

c) Form the order subsample )(t
hs  with element of hms ;  having )(

;
t
hfk fr   

d) Repeat steps b) and c) for Tt ,...,1  with )()2()1( >...>> T  respectively until the desired  .  

We have )()2()1( .... T
hhh sss  . Elements are followed-up in increasing order of sub-sampling: elements of the first group, 

 \)1(
1; hh ss , are first followed-up, followed by elements of the second group,  )1()2(

2; \ hhh sss  , and so on, where   

denotes the empty set, cBABA \  and cB  is the complement of the set B  with respect to BA . Depending on the 

stopping rules, only a few groups may be sufficient to stop the collection process. If we stop collection after following up 

the group )1()(
; \  t

h
t

hth sss  then the final subsample is set to 
)(t

hh ss  . So, we can discard non responding units of groups 

lhs ,  for Ttl ,...,1 , without creating any bias. The final subsample hss   is a STBS with sampling fractions 

)(
;;
t
hfhf ff  , Hh ,...,1 . 

3. UNIT NONRESPONSE IN THE SUBSAMPLE 

 

3.1 Weight adjustments for unit nonresponse and for variance reduction 

Up until now, it was assumed that 100% response would be achieved within the subsample. Obviously, this 

assumption will most likely never be fulfilled and therefore, it is more realistic to assume a certain level of nonresponse in 

the subsample. A first widely-used weight adjustment approach to compensate for unit nonresponse is to define a new set 

of weights, )1(
;

~
kfd  with thk  element equals to  

 kfkfkmkfkf prrdd ;;;;
)1(

;
ˆ/)1(

~
 , (3.1)  

where kfr ;  is the subsample response indicator variable for element k . We assume that the model on the response 

indicators kfr ;  is specified by a logistic regression model with mean kf
T
kkfkfrf pprE ;;; )()(  αx  where kx  is the vector of 

explanatory variables, α  is the model vector parameter and rfE  denotes expectation with respect to the response 

mechanism related to the follow-up subsample. Here, )ˆ(ˆ
;; αxT

kkfkf pp   and the vector α̂  is the solution to the set of 

estimating equations )()1()(ˆ
;;;; kfkfkkmkfk prrd  xαU  with )}exp(1/{)exp(; αxαx T

k
T
kkfp  . A common approach to 

handle unit nonresponse is to classify respondents and nonrespondents into q  adjustment classes, using auxiliary 

information on all sample element in which case ckx  denotes the class c , qc ,...,1 , membership indicator variable for 

element k  with 1 ckc x . In this case, if element k  belongs to class c  then cfcfrkf NNp ˆ/ˆˆ
;  , qc ,...,1 , where 

ckkmkfkcf xrdN )1(ˆ
;;   is the estimate of the size of class c  and ckkfkmkfkcfr xrrdN ;;; )1(ˆ   is the estimate of the 

number of respondents in class c . 

 

A second widely-used weight adjustment approach to compensate for unit nonresponse is to define a new set of 

weights, )2(
;

~
kfd  with thk  element equal to 

 kfkfkmkfkf grrdd ;;;;
)2(

; )1(
~

 , (3.2)  

with k
T
kkkfkmkfk

T
frfkf rrdg xxxXX 1

;;;; ])1([)ˆˆ(1  , where kkfkmkfkfr rrd xX ;;; )1(ˆ  , kkmkfkf rd xX )1(ˆ
;;  , and kx  

is the vector of calibration variables. The calibration weights, )2(
;

~
kfd  have the calibration properties: fkkfk d Xx ˆ~ )2(

;  .The 

factor kfg ; reduces to kfp ;
ˆ , when the calibration variables denote the class membership indicators. 
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Suppose an additional vector of calibration variables kt  with known totals T  is available in addition to the vector kx . 

In this case the final weights are of the form kkk gdw
~

 , with k
T
kkkk

T
k dg tttTT 1]

~
[)ˆ(1  , kfkmkmk drdd ;;;

~~
  and 

kfd ;

~
denotes either )1(

;

~
kfd  or )2(

;

~
kfd . The double calibrated estimator of the domain total iY  is given by. 

 ikkki ywY 
~

. (3.3) 

  

3.2 Variance estimation 

 

We write iY
~

 as )( dif A , where dA  is N3  matrix with thk  column T
kkkk ddd ),,( 321d , kmkmk rdd ;;1  , 

)1( ;;2 kmkfk rdd   and kfkmkfk rrdd ;;;3 )1(  . Let E  be the total expectation, and )( kk E dμ  . We assume that 

iif  )(A , where A  is a N3  matrix with thk  column kμ . Following Demnati and Rao (2010), a sampling variance 

estimator, )
~

( iY , of iY
~

 is simply given by )()
~

( iTi zY   , with 
dbkbiik f AAbAz  |/)( , where bA  is the N3  matrix of 

arbitrary real numbers with thk  column T
kkkk bbb ),,( 321b . Taking the derivatives, we get 

 

 















)ˆ()(ˆ
)ˆ(

1
)ˆ()(ˆ)1(

αxBx
αx

αxBxz

T
k

T
kkT

k

T
k

T
k

k

ik

pee
p

pe

e

 or 












))(ˆ(

)(ˆ

;

)2(

eeg

e

e

T
kkkf

T
k

k

ik

Ax

Axz  

where kk
T
k

T
kkk uppdu xαxαxαJB )}ˆ(1)}{ˆ(/{)]ˆ(ˆ[)(ˆ

3
1   , T

kk
T
k

T
kkk ppd xxαxαxαJ )}(1){()(ˆ 2  , 

))(ˆ( yyge T
kkkk Ct , kkk

T
kkk yddy tttC

~
}

~
{)(ˆ 1   , and kkk

T
kkk uddu xxxA 3

1
3 }{)(ˆ   . 

We use )1(
ikz  when )1(

;kfd  is used and )2(
ikz  when )2(

;kfd  is used. It remains to derive )( iT z . 

 

 We consider first the estimation of the sampling variance of the linear combination k
T
kkU duˆ  where 

T
kfkmk dd ),( ;;d  and T

kfkmk uu ),( ;;u  a vector of constants. An estimator, )(up , of the sampling variance of Û is given 

by 

 ),(2)()()( ;; fmpfpfmpmp uucuu   u , (3.4) 

where 2
;

1
;;;; )1()( kmkmkmkkmpm udu   , 2

;
1
;;;; )1()( kfkfkfkkfpf udu   , and kfkmkmkfkfmp uuduuc ;;

1
;; )1(),(   . 

 

We now turn to the estimation of the total variance of the linear combination k
T
kkL dlˆ , where T

kkkk ddd ),,( 321d , 

T
kkkk lll ),,( 321l  a vector of constants, kmkmk rdd ;;1  , )1( ;;2 kmkfk rdd   and kfkmkfk rrdd ;;;3 )1(  . We decompose the total 

variance of L̂  as 

 rfrmpprmrfprmrfprmrfT VVVLEEVarLEVarELVarEELVar  )ˆ()ˆ()ˆ()ˆ( , (3.5) 

where rfVar  denotes variance with respect to the response mechanism related to the subsample. 

An estimator of the first component pV  of the total variance given by (3.5) is given by (3.4) with kmkkm rlu ;1;   and 

}){1( ;32;; kfkkkmkf rllru  . 

 

An estimator of the second component rmV  of the total variance given in (3.5) is obtained by estimating 

)}1({ ;;;; kmkfkmkmkrm rvrvVar  , where kkm lv 1;   and kfkkkf rllv ;32;  . The formula of a linear combination of random 

variables gives 

 

)}.1(,{2

)}1({

}{)}1({

;;;;

;;

;;;;;;

kmkfkkmkmkrm

kmkfkrm

kmkmkrmkmkfkkmkmkrm

rvrvCov

rvVar

rvVarrvrvVar
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An estimator of }{ ;; kmkmkrm rvVar   is given by 2
;;;; )ˆ1( kmkmkmkmk vprd  , and an estimator of )}1({ ;; kmkfkrm rvVar   is given 

by 2
;;;; )1(ˆ
kfkmkmkfk vrpd  , where )(ˆˆ

;; kmrmkf rE=p  denote an estimator of )( ;; kfrfkf rE=p . Now 

)1()}1(,{ ;;;;;;;; kmkmkfkmkkmkfkkmkmkrm ppvvrvrvCov  . If kmv ;  is observable in the subsample then an estimator of 

)}1(,{ ;;;; kmkfkkmkmkrm rvrvCov   is given by )1(ˆ
;;;;; kmkmkfkmkfk rpvvd  . 

An estimator of the third component 
rf

V  of the total variance given by (3.5) is given by an estimator of 

))1(( ;3; kfkkmkrf rlpVar  . Under an independent response mechanism, an estimator of rfV  is given by 

 2
3;;;;; )ˆ1)(ˆ1()1(ˆ
kkfkmkfkmkfkrf lpprrd=V  . 

An estimator of the total variance of L̂  is given by the sum of estimators of the three components. 

 

 

3.3 Simulation 

We generate one finite population of size 5000N  from the model kkkk xxy 2/12 , using kk ux 1050  where k  

and ku  are independent observations from )1,0(N . We stratified the population into two strata with 2085 units having  

48<kx  in stratum 1 and 2915 units having 48kx . We selected 2000B  stratified two-phase Bernoulli samples with 

sampling fractions: 4.1; mf , 25.2; mf for the main-sample and 2.1; ff , 5.2; ff  for the conditional subsample. We 

generated the probabilities of response from kkm xplogit 01.)( ;   and kkf xplogit 03.)( ;  . These choices give an average 

response rate of about 38% for the main sample and 81% for the follow-up. We used kx  for nonresponse adjustment 

through logistic regression, and set T
kkk JJ ),( 21x for the GREG nonresponse adjustment. We then set T

kkk JJ ),( 21t  for 

the final adjustment. The parameter of interest is the population total YN  . Let ̂  denote an estimator of the population 

total, and )ˆ(  be the associated total variance estimator. We calculated ̂  and associated total variance estimate )ˆ( , 

from each simulated sample b ( Bb ,...,1 ) and their averages ̂  and )ˆ(  over b . The simulated total mean squared error 

(MSE) of estimator ̂  is calculated as 2
1

1 )ˆ()ˆ( Nb
B
bBM   

 , where b̂  is the value of ̂  for the thb  simulated sample. 

The simulated relative bias of ̂  and )ˆ(  are calculated as NNRB  /)ˆ()ˆ(   and )ˆ(/))ˆ()ˆ(())ˆ((  MMRB  , and 

shown in Table 1. The final column of Table 1 compares the MSE to the MSE for the estimator Ŷ  using only nonresponse 

adjustment through logistic regression. It is seen that both adjustments for nonresponse are efficient. The relative error of 

the total variance estimator is negligible. Post-stratification to strata sizes is highly efficient. The reduction in the MSE is 

around 90%. 

 

Table 1: Simulation results for the double calibrated estimator of the population 

total 

  )ˆ(RB  ))ˆ(( RB  )ˆ(/)ˆ( YMM   

Adjustment 

for nonresponse 

Logistic .0005 .009 .09 

GREG .003 -.04 .10 
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